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“It has really been a turning point for me to be able to work with people
that know what I’m saying and I know what they are saying. Learning,
sharing ideas, interacting with researchers — that’s the most
rewarding thing about working at NASA.” - Vishwa
Research: Estimating Low-Altitude Airspace Capacity for UAS
In India, most students when they
graduate from high school pursue one
of two career paths - they go to
medical school or they go into
engineering. From an early age, Vishwa
was interested in developing
technology to help people. That made
his decision to pursue an engineering
degree in college a simple one.
Besides, he explained “I definitely
wasn’t going to medical school!”
“I’ve always been interested in more
than just reading and theoretical
science,” he continued. “I didn’t
originally plan on going to Berkeley for
graduate school, but a professor at IIT
Bombay where I did my summer
projects, told me about the research
program here.” Vishwa had decided to
apply to four schools to continue
pursuing a degree, and based on his

professor’s recommendation, Berkeley
was one of them. “I decided that I would
go to the first school that I got in to,
and here I am!”
The Cal Unmanned Lab at the
University of California, Berkeley has a
long history of working on drones and
air traﬃc management projects with
NASA. As a member of this lab, Vishwa
was involved in several research
eﬀorts, including the 3D air parcel
model, which sought to develop a way
for unmanned aircraft systems (UASs)
to operate in urban areas in a way that
is permitted and acceptable to people.
Additionally, he also worked on the
challenges associated with using
drones for package delivery.
While attending a UAS Traﬃc
Management (UTM) convention in
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What value have you been
able to bring to your
NASA internship?
“I think that the real value I
bring to aviation systems
research at NASA is my
experience in diverse
transportation areas that
allow me to look at problems
in multiple ways, find
commonalities, and share a
fresh perspective on aviation
system challenges. I think this
has allowed me to contribute
something new to the field. ”
- Vishwa

2015, Vishwa discovered what would
become his next research focus. “While
attending the conference and listening
to all the presentations, I realized that
we really don’t understand airspace
capacity for UAS operations.”
Not long thereafter, Vishwa got in touch
with Parimal "PK" Kopardekar, a senior
researcher at NASA Ames, who
introduced him to his future mentors
Eric Mueller and Min Xue. After a series
of conversations, Vishwa was invited to
come to NASA as an intern to
investigate how to measure the
airspace capacity for UAS operations in
urban areas.
“My research has focused on defining
the metrics used to measure the
airspace capacity for low-altitude UAS
operations. The traditional approach to
measuring airspace capacity has been
to look at manual air traﬃc controller
workload constraints. But the moment
you say air traﬃc management is
autonomous, this constraint is lifted. So
now we can push more aircraft into the
same airspace. Historically though,
we've never dealt with these volumes in
aviation, but we have if you think about
road traﬃc. So it made sense to explore
the applicability of capacity ideas from
road transportation to airspace,”
Vishwa explained.
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When the airspace is looked at in this
way, capacity becomes a function of
technology. But as the amount of traﬃc
in an airspace increase, the capacity of
autonomous systems gets strained.
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More calculations need to occur in
order for UAVs to maintain safe
separation, fly safe routes, and reach
their destination in a timely manner.
“One of the metrics that we’ve added
into our calculation is throughput. This
means you have a volume of airspace,
and as you ramp up aircraft in that
volume, how many of the aircraft are
able to reach their destination. At some
density, aircraft will start impeding each
other. “ Vishwa said.
In order to be able to evaluate
algorithms and calculate throughput, it
is important to have a good simulator.
However, since this was a relatively new
area of research, there wasn’t an
appropriate simulator available. So as
part of Vishwa’s eﬀorts at NASA, he
began contributing to a parallel eﬀort to
build a fast-time simulator based on
GPUs that would help him develop and
evaluate algorithms for measuring UAS
airspace capacity. These projects now
comprise his Ph.D. thesis research.
“Working at NASA through USRA’s
NAMS Student R&D Program has really
impacted my thinking about my career,”
Vishwa said. “I feel like I’ve found a place
that I really want to work after I
graduate. The Student R&D Program
connected me to the best minds
working on the cutting edge aerospace
research at NASA Ames. This proved
instrumental in my transition from a
Ph.D. student at Berkeley to a future
aeronautics researcher at NASA,” he
concluded.
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